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Bob Lotich founded ChristianPF.com back in 2007 and after getting laid off in 2008 he took the
leap into full-time blogging. Less than a year later he was earning more from his blog than his
previous day-job.While his results are not typical, this book covers all the steps he took to make
money from his blog over that two-year period.Who this book is written for:* Those who want to
get started blogging* Those who are already blogging but aren't making as much money as
they'd like to.Who this book is NOT written for:* People looking for a get-rich-quick system that
requires little effort.* Experienced bloggers making over $1000/m (though the book will still
probably be helpful, it isn't written to this audience)Some of the topics covered in the book:* 4
Steps to Start Blogging in 10 minutes* Blogging Basics* How to setup a Self-Hosted Blog* The
importance of a Customizable Wordpress theme* 3 primary ways to earn from your blog* How
long does it take to make money from your blog?* How to get traffic to your blog* SEO Tips for
bloggers* How I increased Adsense earnings $1500/m in less than 3 months* 7 helpful tools that
made it all possible

About the AuthorBob Lotich used his passion for personal finance to create ChristianPF.com in
2007 and currently serves as the editor of a team of 10+ writers. The site has seen over 15
Million visitors since it's inception and is home to nearly 2000 personal finance articles.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Easy to read, Easy to put into practice. I am just now thinking through a
couple ideas for blogs that I'd like to start. However, I'm way behind on the whole blogging
experience. In terms of blogging experience, I've read a couple blogs. That's it. I knew nothing
about SEO or guest posting on other people's blogs or building a following by following other
blogs or Adsense or pretty much any other blog "things to know". Until now. This short book
was packed with some very useful, easy to following information on all of those topics and more.
The book is full of links to other resources whether they were sites to purchase domain names,
hosting services, ad services, stock photo sites and so much more.There are books out there
that will have much more in depth discussions about each of the topics you need to know as a
blogger. Just type SEO in the Amazon search bar. You'll find books that are hundreds of pages
long about nothing but SEO. This book is short and can be viewed as an introduction to making
money blogging. For somebody like me, it's easy to read and whets the appetite. From here, I
can get the larger, more in depth books with all the how to info.Are you going to read this book
and the next day start making tons of money? No. The author even says that. He tells you that
you'll need to work at it, and put time into it. He's up front and honest about that. That
refreshing. Would I like to start making tons of money tomorrow? Yes. However, that doesn't
happen, and I don't need to read somebody who sells promises of instant fame and fortune. I
need real.  That's what this book is.  It was real.  It was useful.  It was easy to read.”

CeeJay, “Easy to follow. The content wasn't overwhelming and I didn't walk away
discouraged.For years friends and family have said many many times- Cj, you should write this
stuff down. While I have not officially published my first blog post, I have been looking into the
idea, since I am now unable to work. I have made many long posts and notes on Facebook as
well as documented my thoughts and feelings regarding the human condition and how we
approach our relationships. How we waste time and sometimes end them over root causes that
were so simple and clear, yet because the answer wasn't the polite or most popular approach to
relationship maintenance they threw their supposed best friend away and are left dazed trying to
remember who was the bigger jerk. I've got some pretty strong opinions on these things and am
known for being the go to resident arm chair psychiatrist. Why? First and foremost- I genuinely
love people. I love their messy hearts and minds. And probably why people always wanna ask Cj
is because they know, I will be honest, I won't pick a side or hold it against them if they don't take
my advise and I won't pull any punches.Yet, when I began looking into blogging for passion and
profit I found article after article saying my niche was too saturated. I spent 2 weeks moping in
bed asking God if I'd read my answer from him wrong? Was I just wishfully ego driven or did he
really wake me up two mornings after I hit my knees in prayer for direction.Thanks for not being
another person who blew my candle out and providing an easy to follow practical guide. I look
forward to deep diving into the links provided. Hope to meet you in the blogging world Mr Lotich!”



BAP23, “Some new tips. At first I thought another book on blogging but was actually surprised as
there were a few new tips I hadn't come across . The author writes with sincerity and says he
tells it as it is - what really works and what doesn't. A very quick read though and he could have
given just a bit more info and how to manage some steps.”

Sweetestmoondust, “This is definitely worth it. If you are a beginner blogger this is worth having.
It is also important for reference purposes if you a blogger who is struggling with your blog.”

Mayowaa, “Real sound and practical advice. This book is small but has all the information you
need to start blogging on a solid foundation of knowledge. I particularly like the fact that it is
small, and I was able to finish reading in just over an hour (slow reader). I would recommend this
book to anyone who is seriously considering starting a blog. I chose the book because it popped
up in my search and most importantly it is free to read on kindle. Thank you Mr.”

Mary Carroll, “Super-practical clear guide.. Review: it's the gazillionth book I've read about
blogging - it's the one that got me started.I have, or thought I had, no interest in personal finance,
beyond living within my means. But I looked up the blog anyway, just so I'd have an exemplar to
aim at. And it's fantastic, both in appearance and functionality, and in much of the content. It's
even better than the book./Loved it.”

The book by Anne McCaffrey has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 1,739 people have provided feedback.
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